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This page provides - Argentina GDP per capita - actual values, historical data. GDP Annual
Growth Rate in Argentina averaged percent from until. Government Debt to GDP in Argentina
averaged percent from until . Supply sector (% of GDP in current prices), , , , Agriculture,
forestry, and.
The economic history of Argentina is one of the most studied, owing to the Argentine
paradox , Despite this, up until the Argentine per capita GDP was higher than of Austria, Italy,
Japan and of its former colonial master, Spain. Argentina from The World Bank: Data. GDP
(current US$). Details. Billion 0 Argentina. Population, total. Details. Million.
GDP is an important indicator of a country's economic power. In , Argentina's gross domestic
product amounted to around billion U.S. dollars.
Gross Domestic Product of Argentina fell in the third quarter of compared to the previous
quarter. This rate is 34 -tenths of one percent higher than the. Learn more about the Argentina
economy, including the population of Argentina, GDP, facts, trade, business, inflation and
other data and analysis on its. The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in Argentina contracted %
YoY in Jun , following a growth of % in the previous quarter. Real GDP Growth YoY .
Updated data, charts and expert forecasts on Argentina GDP. Get access to historical data and
projections for Argentine Economic Growth. Argentina's economy grew slightly faster than
expected in the first quarter of , in the weeks ahead of its decision to request financial.
Argentina's gross domestic product is expected to contract 1 percent in but grow by at least
percent next year, Treasury Minister.
MEASURING ARGENTINA'S GDP. GROWTH: Just Stylized Facts. Ariel Coremberg. * **.
ARKLEMS. University of Buenos Aires. Working Paper. First Draft.
Argentina GDP: billion International Dollars (). Gross Domestic Product (PPP in prices).
EXPORT ALL PPP DATA (period: ). It is widely known that towards the end of the 19th
century Argentina had managed to position itself as one of the richest countries in the world.
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